Abstract-The recognition of radar emitter signals (RES) is one of the key technologies in electronic countermeasures intelligence system, it's a brand new subject to scientifically evaluate the recognition effect. In this paper fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is introduced to build relevant evaluation model for the effect evaluation, computer simulation is done to evaluate three recognition methods at last. Simulation result validates that the evaluation model is effective and has certain application prospect.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radar emitter signal recognition (RES) is a radar surveillance system against the key technology, which is a measure of the level of sophistication of radar against an important symbol of the reconnaissance system. With the improvement of the status of military radar emitter signal recognition, comprehensive and accurate identification of radar emitter signals assess the effect of providing objective for subsequent processing, scientific point of reference is needed to solve important problems. In the past, good or bad evaluation of the radar signal recognition results are based on the recognition accuracy [1] [2] [3] this single indicator, with the electromagnetic environment has become increasingly complex and diversified development of operational requirement, using a single indicator to evaluate the effectiveness of a good recognition bad clearly unscientific.
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method can be used for comprehensive evaluation of fuzzy things, it has been widely used in industrial and agricultural production, weather forecast, teaching quality assessment, etc [4] [5] . In this article, using the mathematical statistics knowledge design experiment combined with fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method of the radar signal recognition effect for scientific evaluation.
II. ESTABLISHING EVALUATION INDICATORS OF RECOGNITION EFFECT
Select the evaluation indicators by our need for recognition results to determine. Starting from the performance of key concern, establish quantifiable indicators. Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation factor set elements consist of the evaluation indicators.
A. The Meaning of The Recognition Rate and Calculate
Comparison of radar signal recognition in the past is good or bad, are generally calculating recognition rate, which after many experiments, the correct identification number is divided by the total number of experiments under the conditions of the recognition rate signal, it can also be understood that ability of the method to identify the target signal under this condition. This understanding is a premise that correctly identify is "1", an error or is not recognized is "0".If a recognition method of identification of frankness value is p , then the I-TH to identify the correct probability is p . I-TH correctly identified obey 0-1 distribution, the signal recognition for n times Bernoulli experiment, then the number of correctly identified obey ( , ) B n p distribution, where n is the number of experiments.
B. Proposed Recognition Rate Test Results
From the general sense, we solve the recognition rate results are finite, it can only infinitely close to the true value but impossible to achieve true value. If we carry out different tests that can be found recognition rate is volatile, it is a variable, range changes, the way and the number of large changes can be reflected in the performance of identification.
Solving the recognition rate of conventional identification system to verify the ability of the method has some drawbacks, mainly in the following aspects:
(1) Original number of tests required to get recognition rate true value of identification system For solving the different identification systems as well as under different external conditions, how to determine the number of tests required, the traditional method of solving the recognition rate can't be solved.
(2) The confidence interval of the recognition rate Apparently the result of solving the traditional recognition rate is a result of the recognition test, and how to determine its degree of confidence and confidence intervals, it is unable to give.
(3) Meaning of recognition results
The traditional method for solving just identification method of test results at a time, and its capacity is equivalent to recognition method is unscientific. 
and obey the same distribution. 
Expression (1) indicates that the limit distribution of
is normal distribution, that is, when the test more frequently, MRR obey normally distributed. The literature [7] that the use of independent and identically distributed in the central limit theorem, M is greater than 50 to meet the capacity of the big sample. 
Take the test statistic is
σ is variance of solving the system to recognize the results mean, X is the sample mean, it's theoretical value:
At this rejection region
Expression (4) 
The second type of risk 
Expression (7) can be given a minimum value of M , from the calculation results, M not more than 95, where select 100 M = .
To generate MRR sample, also to determine the number m 
III. RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION MODEL BASED ON FUZZY COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION
According to the above discussion, construct fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model.
A. Determine Factor Set
From 2.3 evaluation indicators, determine factor set is {MRR mean, MRR variance, recognition time}, referred to as 1 2 3 { , , } U u u u = .
B. Choose Evaluation Set
Choosing evaluation set is {Good, moderate, poor}, referred to as
C. Factor Set Element Weight Distribution Rights
Weight set of selection is related to assessment Background, proportional to the degree of importance of each factor with the share of the entire index system, given the weight set 
D. For The Evaluation To Determine The Corresponding
Factor Change Interval From the test results need to identify a single factor evaluation matrix, each of these factors will determine the variation range of reviews, as shown in Table 1 , Determine these values is related to the given requirements. 
E. Get Single Factor Evaluation Matrix
, B is a single factor evaluation matrix.
F. Get Fuzzy Evaluation Results
In fact, A is a fuzzy set on U , We want to get the results of the evaluation matrix C is a fuzzy set on V , by fuzzy transformation [9] A can be mapped to V get C :
IV. THE SIMULATION
A. Evaluation Objects
Take six typical radar emitter signal simulation, signal type and operating parameters as described in Table 2 below:
Where, in the frequency diversity signals of two frequency is 24MHz and 36MHz,two frequency encoded signal frequency is 25MHz and 35MHz, the center frequency of the remaining signal is 30MHz, the pulse width is 10 s μ , the sampling frequency is 120MHz.The bandwidth of the chirp signal is 5MHz; coding law of frequency encoded signal is [122112] ; the phase-encoding rule of two-phase encoded signal is [11,100,010,010]; the phase-encoding rule of four-phase encoded signal is [01230312223300112012] .Each signal generator 300 samples, 100 for the training, and the remaining 200 for testing. 
B. Establish Evaluation Model Parameters
(1)Establish the comment corresponding factors change interval According to the actual application requirements determined, under the test conditions, each corresponding change section reviews factors as shown in Table 3 .In the Table, the recognition time only includes data processing and recognition algorithm running time, so the recognition time much shorter than the actual equipment. means that this test requires the identification correctness highest, followed by stability and recognition time. method 1 compared to method 2,method 2 using signal wavelet packet coefficients as the characteristic parameter, improve the recognition accuracy of the signal; Compared to method 3 and method 2, the classifier select SVM, it solve the small sample, the high-dimensional pattern recognition problem more advantages than neural networks, but large amount of computation at the expense of time.
V. CONCLUSION
Assess radar emitter recognition results have important applications significance, traditional evaluation methods to identify good or bad based on a single indicator and a small number of experiments to test the capacity, the lack of scientific. Based on the test results of recognition rate (MRR), the tool will use fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to assess the effect of radar emitter identification, evaluation model established by computer simulation of the three identification methods were evaluated, the simulation results show the assessment of the feasibility of the method has certain reference value.
